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Then, we talk about the upcoming demo, and he
explains that while the entire game will be playable,

the expansion will provide challenges that will
require playing the entire game multiple times.
Miyazaki says that the game's first expansion is
intended to be a very good teaser, to really get
people to think about Dark Souls 3 and how it's
going to play. The Scholar of First Sin is a rather

large undertaking. It's that that drove the
development team to move their release date from
E3 to this summer. But just because it's the biggest

Souls game yet, doesn't mean it's the most
complex. While comparing off of vague information

we've received and technical specifications, most PC
owners are expected to keep a very GPU dedicated

for this game. At launch, all of the Collector and
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Scholar editions had three Steam GPUs assigned to
them by default. In total, the game has just over
6GB of VRAM assigned by the system, which falls
well below some other PC titles. According to the

developers, the Scholar of the First Sin would prefer
to use less than or equal to 2GB of VRAM. That's a

significant amount, which could easily run into some
problems for users with lower end GPUs. We've seen
a huge amount of the game play through, and seen

that the Scholar of the First Sin comes at a much
higher price than the normal Dark Souls games. In

addition to the PC version, we also tested Dark Souls
3 Scholar, which is 40% the price of the base game.
In terms of hardware, we only had one playthrough

of the PC version, which has been taken for test
purposes, but has been played through many times.
It was playable without a problem on a Core i5 and

GTX 660.
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